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New Order 
Diana Ross 

Bow Wow Wow 

Hit Songs by 

The Jam, Roxy Music, Bucks Fizz 

and many others ^ 
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1 the smash hits QUIZBOOf^ 

'ihe special cover 
carefully from the outside of 

the magazine. The first of 
8 +.three Pull-out and keep 

I “cte *“«»*!>** on page 20 
■■ be 9,vm9 assembly 

|^™3t^tions in two issues' time. 

SONGS 
JUST WHO IS THE 5 O'CLOCK HERO? 
THE JAM 2 
YOU LITTLE FOOL 
ELVIS COSTELLO & THE ATTRACTIONS 7 
AVALON 
ROXY MUSIC 7 
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BUCKS FIZZ 9 
NIGHT TRAIN 
VISAGE 9 
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GARY NUMAN 23 
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IMAGINATION 23 
ONE HELLO 
RANDY CRAWFORD 26 
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER 
SHALAMAR 26 
GOING TO A GO GO 
ROLLING STONES 31 
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BAUHAUS 35 
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THE STEVE MILLER BAND 35 
SPACE AGE LOVE SONG 
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HAPPY TALK 
CAPTAIN SENSIBLE 38 
MOVIE MEDLEY 
THE BEATLES 47 
YOUR DREAM 
ADRIAN GURVITZ 47 

FEATURES 
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DIANA ROSS: LIFE BEGINS AT 38 10/11 
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COLOUR 
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THE NEW SINGLE 

C/WI WON'T PLAY THE GAME (RE-MIX) 
AVAILABLE IN 12" EXTENDED VERSION 
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VISAGE 
NIGHT TRAIN 

BUCKS FIZZ 
NOW THOSE DAYS ARE GONE 

Thinking long ago when we were young and free 
Love happened easily and dreams never died 

Crying, finding comfort in the friends we knew 



MARK ELLEN AND LAN BIRCH GET CLOSE TO A REAL STAR 

through a bumpy time and just waiting to get "So remember the kids that are 18 now were working." 

NEVER SAY DI! 
IT’S MISS ROSS TO YOU,PAL 
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see who can be the biggest 

each other. We're both growing 
our hair really long. One day I 

Rat starts wearing shorts. Now 

The Captain's also full of the 

stored under his mattress. 

Any chance of a live 
erformance of "Happy Talk' 
"Oh yes. At least before 

12 







AVAILABLE THROUGH STAGE ONE 0428.4001/53953 

POSITIVE 

CHANCE 
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SINGLES 
Reviewed by 

Neil Tennant 
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WHAM! Wham Rap! (Inner 

k'&k&k >rk 
ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE 
ATTRACTIONS: You Little 
Fool (F-Beat) Elvis leaves 
Nashville behind and travels 
back to the 60s with a 
bitter-sweet song and a great 
gimmicky production by^Geoff ^ 

cuts through the tinkling 
harpsichord and swishing^ ^ 

stroll through Itchycoo Parlf 

BARDO: Talking Out Of Line 
(Epic) They may not have done 
too well in the Eurovision Song 

though we've heard the last of 
Sally-Ann and Stephen. This is a 
cleverly produced, bright and 
bouncy song which could just as 
easily have been done by Bucks 
Fizz. A good job the new Fizz 

there'll be room for both of them 
in the charts: 

RIP RIG AND PANIC: You're 
My Kind Of Climate (Virgin) 
Today's bright young jazz 

watering down their sound or ^ 

playing. Flip it over and thrill to 

M°ow1?h\heeda^icRWmle, 
"She Gets So Hungry At Night 
She Eats Her Jewellery". 

different percussion and electric 
guitar effects all welded together 
by Martin Rushent. It's a kind of 
checklist of all today's trendy 
sounds on one single. 
Unfortunately there's no tune and 

THE TEARDROP 
EXPLODES: Tiny Children 
(Mercury) A sad melody has 

LP. Julian Cope sings with 
wide-eyed innocence against an 

prick the eyes. ® ^ 

BROTHERHOOD OF MAN: 
Lightning Flash (EMI) These 

years back have suddenly 
noticed that Bucks Fizz are 
selling heaps of records and 
decided it's time to revive their 
own career. Dusting down ther 
best ABBA imitation, while 

BANANARAMA: Shy Boy 
(London) A brand new song 
crisply written and produced by 
Imagination's production team. 
Sunny and singalong — when 
you hear it blaring from hordes of 
transistor radios on a hot day at 

harmonies and gentle strings. 
Music for crying into a freshly 
laundered linen handkerchief 
while watching a video of "The 
Railway Children" with the 

LAURIE ANDERSON: Let 
X=X (Warner Brothers) This 

which starts with the memorable 
line, "I met this guy and he 
looked like he might have been a 
hat-check clerk at an ice rink — 
which in fact he turned out to 
be". I dozed off after that only to 

MODERN ENGLISH: Life In 
The Gladhouse (4AD) 
Pounding drums and whimsical 
words make a surprisingly 
likeable combination that's as 

the nutty psychedelia of the late 

JOE JACKSON: Real Men 
(A*M) Joe's back, having 
dumped his swing band and 
reverted to the small-guy 

Here he kicks sand in the faces of 

piano-backed ballad that spits 

Ph.D.: Little Suzi's On Top 
(WEA) I half expected Phil 
Collins to start singing after the 
pounding synth introduction. The 
whole sound is indeed rather 

EVERYTHING BUT THE 
GIRL: Night And Day 
(Cherry Red) An outstanding 
new cover of this classic song by 
sophisticated songster, Cole 
Porter. Tracey Thom is the 

7att. I've got this under my skin. 

IMAGINATION: Music And 
Lights (R&B) From the bass 
and synthesiser opening there's 
no mistaking who this is. Neat 

LINX: Plaything (Chrysalis) 
Sketch and David break what 

twiddling the knobs and what 
have you in the studio but they 
havenjt come up with a clever 

gloss but only when there's 

THE MAGNIFICENT 
EVERYTHING: Tuxedo 
Lights (Handful Of Snakes) 
A jaunty, jazzy slice of swing that 
sounds a little bit pleased with 

(Mercury) The ex-teen idol puts 

fheWest^EncHosee whai^" *° 
behind all this fugs over ^ 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

was The Specials' first 
le and the debut 
ise on 2-Tone. Name 

2. What band did David 
Coverdale sing with 
before Whitesnake? 
3. Duran Duran's latest 
video was shot in which 
island in the Indian 
‘cean? 

Which late rock and roll 
, irstar lived in a house 
lied Graceland? 
Who made an album 
lied "Sheep Farming In 

Barnet"? 
6. Her real name's Susan 
Ballion. What is she better _ 

The Specials 
Name the group from Basildon who took their name from a 
rench fashion magazine? 
Their real Christian names are Christopher. Daniel, Mark. 

Graham, Lee. Michael and Carl. What group do they make 
up? 
9. "Hurry Up Harry", "Favourite Shirts" and "The Telephone 
Always Rings"; three hit singles by bands with one thing in 
common. What is it? 
10. What do the following groups have in common? Madness. 
Talk Talk, Motorhead and Visage. (A difficult one this.) 

6 

THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

SEE THOSE EYES? 
They all fit neatly either side of a well-known nose on a well-known 
face. All you have to do is name the pop star in question. 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

Name the hit songs from which the following lyrics are taken. 

1. "Listen to the voice of Buddha . . . saying stop your sericulture" 
2. "I see a clinic full of cynics. . . who want to twist the people's wrist" 
3. "Bless my cotton socks ... I'm in'the news" 
4. "When the room is quiet. . . the daylight almost gone ... it seems 
there's something I ought to know" 
5. "I was walking down the street. . . when this boy started following 

6. "If I were to say to you, can you keep a secret? Would you know just 
what to do, or where to keep it?" 
7. "I don't want to spend the rest of my life . . . looking at the barrel of 
an Armalite" 
8. "Chance reflects on them awhile . . . love screams so quietly . . . 
slipping back on golden times . . . breathing with sweet memories" 
9. "Gonna crawl through the alleyways . . . being very loud" 
10. "Hath mae . . . hath mae . . . hath mila kay"_, 
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GARY 
IMU Am 
WE TAKE MYSTERY BED) 

Words and music by Gary Numan 
Reproduced by permission Numan Music Ltd 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

Adam &The Ants 
1. What's Adam's real name? 
2. Adam's recent hit "Deutscher Girls" was originally featured in 
what film? 
3. Where did Adam go to college? 
4. What disaster befell The Ants just prior to the launch of the Prince 
Charming Revue? 
5. What film does Adam plan to appear in during '82? 
6. What article of Scottish national costume did Adam adopt in the 
late 70s? ' 
7. Gary Tibbs came to The Ants from what major band? 
8. Who did Adam pay £1000 to for "artistic advice" in 1980? 
9. What four well-known characters did Adam dress up as in the 
"Prince Charming" video? 
10. Where was The Ants' first live show? 
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THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

INDEPENDENTS 
1. What was Adam And The Ants' first album and what label released it? 
2. Which British cities are the following independent labels associated 
with? a) Factory; b) Zoo; c) Postcard. 
3. Which of the following acts is not on an independent label? a) Pigbag; 
b) Vice Squad; c) England World Cup Squad. 
4. "Temptation" is the latest New Order single. Name their two previous 
45s. 
5. The Anti-Nowhere League's first single went to number one in the 
indie charts. What was the song and which British folkie originally 
recorded it? 
6. Name the pioneering London indie who debuted with Nick Lowe's "So 
It Goes". 
7. In 1981 The Associates released six singles on three different labels. 
One of them was issued under a different name. What name? 
8. Whose album was called "Punk's Not Dead"? 
9. Frank Tovey's his real name. How is he better known? 
10. Soft Cell's "Tainted Love" was such a big hit that Inferno Records 
re-released the original version. Who performed this version and which 
early seventies pop star was she married to? 

THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

DAVD 
1. Bowie recently had a 
number one hit with Queen. 
What was the song? 
2. In which film does Bowie 
appear as Thomas Jerome 
Newton, an alien from outer 

3. In which of Bowie's songs 
does Major Tom feature? 
4. Bowie has a son. What is 
his Christian name? 
5. On one of his album sleeves 
Bowie poses with Twiggy. 
Which one? 
6. What British female singer had a hit with "The Man Who Sold The 
World"? 
7. His real surname is Jones. What's his middle name? 
8. Bowie played the title role in The Elephant Man on Broadway. 
What was the character's real name? 
9. Bowie has made a number of albums with the help of an 
ex-member of Roxy Music. Name him. 
10. Apart from music, Bowie has only ever had one other job. It lasted 
six months. What was it? 
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JEALOUS GIRL’S 
new single “Jealous Girl’ 

ZILCH 21 available thru1 STAGE ONE 

FROM THE RADIO ISERIES 

The influence and power of record 
producers in the world of pop music is 

immense. They are the main motive force in 
their world of sound images. But rarely does 
their actual work receive comment Now in 

The Record Producers' thirteen top 
hit-makers air their views and talk about 

making records and how they get the 
performances that reach the public on disc 
and tape. Included in this book are profiles 
on Tom Dowd speaking of Ray Charles and 
Rod Stewart; Leiber and Stoller on Presley 

and Procol Harum; Phil Spectorand 
George Martin on the Beatles; and many, 
many more. A selected discography is 

included for all thirteen record 
producers featured. 

£6.95 from booksellers 
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COMPETITION WINNERS 
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A FLOCK OF 
SEAGULLS 

SPACE AGE LOl/E SONG 
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KID CREOLE 

Two Singles For The Price Of One 

7" Limited Edition Double Pack In 
A Special Bag With 2 LiveTracks 

stool 

41 
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»r a hard day 

legs, ankles and feet. 

"The Meaning Of Love" (awww, 
isn't the sleeve cute?), climbs 
rapidly up the charts, probably 
due to all the advance orders 
from the dewy-eyed schoolgirls 
or the "it's hip to like Depeche 
Mode now brigade". 

I've been a fan of Depeche 
Mode since "Dreaming Of Me" 

it still likeable. Now 

[complaint. It's OK, it's 
ling. It's just that every 
id your letters page, yoi 

sounds like Bowie, or have yoi 
noticed David Sylvian sounds 
like Bryan Ferry (even my mot) 
noticed that one!). 

Everybody has to get their 

rork all day and don't 

and so we miss the John Peel 

I heard a 13-year-old the other 
day saying Simple Minds were 
copying the Human League. I 
like both groups and they are 
totally different. 

Is anyone over the age of 20 

Anne Ferguson, Carlisle. 

decided to call themselves Eric 
Watson so that their identity can 

You already have such wacky 
names as Jill Furmanovsky, 
Sheila Rock and Virginia Turbett 
« don't believe this one either) 
but surely ERIC WATSON is 
taking things a bit far. 

Don't get me wrong. I think his 
pics are great! I'm an OMIHan 

the 25th I ran up to the paper 
shop and bought my Smash Hits. 
I turned page after page, but no 

fit of anger I threw it on the floor 
and noticed the back page. 

Was this small picture what 
deserved the large letters? Why 
didn't the trailer say Toyah or 
Adam? I was very disappointed, 
so were many of my friends. Next 

I was really looking forward to 
seeing Echo & The Bunnymen on 
TOTP. but two things spoiled it. 
One was some moron on a pair of 
stilts who kept getting in front of 

can't you give him his own 

n<Sowhat I'd like you to do — 
Hepworth, Bush, Ellen, Birch, 
Bostock and HiUier (we'll pass 

properly and not mislead people. 
Claire, S. Yorks. 

Trailers are always a^ 

director who kept making Mac go 
all fuzzy. 

I'm sick to death of these 
special effects-type people who 

send them fuzzy. Another thing 
that annoys me is these 

^oup?dranTkit or onthe back of 

I watch TOTPio see my 

over Duff, I'm stiUnot sure about 

Eric Watson and get him to admit 
who he really is. 
Monica Ritter, Sevenoaks. 

weeks before the issue in 

that stage we only have a 
vague idea of what features 
and posters we're going to 
use. In this case we had a 
good idea that interviews 
with Adam and Toyah were 
going to take place but we 
don't like to trail things that 

favourite bands, not to see silly 

can go and watch Star Wars. 
Liz, Boston. 
On behalf of everyone who's 
watched their favourite pop 
star dissolve before their 

r**? 
speak). Because we had the 

question as well as 50 
autographed copies of 

use their name. Sorry if you 

enjoyment oi a good video 
interrupted by completely 
uncalled-for shots of those 
wallies they call "dancers", 
allow me to award you this 

genuine and he's available 
for weddings, school photos 
and Olympus Trip 

The trailer in your May 13 issue 

First Pirate: I like your earrings. 
Second Pirate: Good eh? Only 

First Pirate: Yes, not bad for a 

I will give you the reasons why I 
had Duran Duran in large letters 
at the top of the trailer. I had 
visions of a nice big feature or at 

Think we've found Barry's 
new scriptwriter. . . 

all different types of music that 
happen to hit the charts and each 
feature is interesting and 

into the charts, you are one of the 

interview with them. Every photo 
(well almost) is brilliantly taken, 
and as for Jill Furmanovsky, she 

think Barry is the biggest and 
funniest prat around, but I think 
you should give him more room 

Michaefsievin, Cheltenham. 

Eek! A satisfied customer! 

bottom^ Spk^iLefthecredit 
"Eric Watson". Now I already 
have my own life-size Toyah to 
play with in the privacy of my 
own bedroom with, in nearly as 
big letters. ERIC WATSON, 
writtenon it. If nobodys^ 

it a joke? Is there really someone 
out there called "Eric Watson"? I 
get the idea that there's 
somebody famous, like Patrick 
Lichfield or David Bailey, who's 

IN THE NEXT SONG-STACKED, ACT10N- 
PACKED ISSUE OF 

sniash hits 
THE SECOND INSTALMENT OF 

THE SMASH HITS QUIZ BOOK 

(EIGHT MORE PAGES TO PLAY WITH) 

PUIS 

imQwnon 
AND AUTOGRAPHED 

ELVIS COSTELLO 
ALBUMS TO BE WON 

AND A WHOLE LOT MORE OF WHAT WFRE FAMOUS FOR 

AVAILABLE ON JULY 8TH 
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GANG OF FOUR. Liverpool ^he tend have always been 
r obsessed with theories and 

The Gang Of Foui- 
the few groups who are almost 
always better on stage than on 
record^After a sticky patch last 

The group are changing their 
music but in such a way that they 
won't lose any fans. The Four 
were using elements of funk long 
before it became trendy and now 
they're refining the rhythmic and 
percussive emphas:~ 

The latest additic 

find plenty of everyday emotion. 
The songs are for anyone who 

ever felt lonely or frustrated and 
wanted to know why; or who's 
wondered where they fitted in; or 
what to do with their lives. 

And. again like The Jam, the 
commitment behind the music 
gives it vitality and power. 
There's anguish and desperation 
and tension in the songs. There's 
also a lot of excitement. 

Proof that it's possible to make 
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How well did you cope with the questions on the cover? 
The answers are: Stuart Goddard; David Sylvian and Steve Jansen; 
“Love Me Do”; Midge Ure; Four-“jubilee” Quadrophenia” 
“The Com Is Green” and “The Tempest”; On the Thames at Wapping. 

Smash Hits Accessory Kit 2 

What’s Adam’s real name? 
Which members of Japan are 
brothers? What was The Beatles’ 
first hit? Who played with Slik, 
Rich Kids and Thin Lizzy? How 
many films has Toyah appeared 
in? Where is Pelican West? How 
many questions can you answer in 

THE SMASH HITS 


